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Abstract 
A simple classically based “mean field” resonance-theoretic approach is described to anticipate 
the effects of various modes of electron pairing (as in π-bond formation) for general “alternant” 
benzenoid conjugated π-networks.  This simplified approach avoids generation and manipulation 
of individual resonance structures, whence application is facilitated, even for very large systems 
– so large that there might be hundreds or millions or moles or even substantially greater 
numbers of resonance structures.  Some of the predictions so facilitated for several general 
circumstances are conveniently manifested as explicit algebraic formulas for numbers of 
unpaired electrons.  The simplicity (and apparent reliability) of these algebraic formulas is 
emphasized; they involve no more than counts of different “kinds” of π-center carbons, e.g., the 
numbers of π-centers of different functionalities (primary, secondary, or tertiary) which are 
“starred” (in an “alternant” system) as well as those which are “unstarred”.  The argumentation 
also provides some information about rough locations for the (unpaired) spin densities, and 
ultimately also about the presence of low-lying excited states, magnetic moments, reactivities, 
and more.  In particular these easily used ideas, which are extensions of those already familiar in 
“classical” organic chemistry should then aid in nano-technological developments. 
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Introduction 
 
Professor Alexandru Balaban (or just Sandy to his friends) has contributed greatly to 
experimental organic chemistry.  But also he has contributed significantly to different theoretical 
organic programs, and in particular, he and his numerous colleagues have made significant 
contributions to: 
• the development and application of various “topological indices” for QSAR and QSPR 
methods1,2,3; 
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• the generation and characterization of networks for degenerate modes of molecular 
rearrangement4,5,6;  
• the enumeration of (classical) structures in several molecular classes, e.g., of alkane 
isomers7,8or of annulene valence isomers9; 
• the identification of novel organic-chemical structures, e.g., of elemental carbon10,11,12,13; 
• the utilization of Kekule (neighbor-paired) structures in application14,15,16 to conjugated π-
networks, particularly the benzenoids. 
And there is more in each of these areas as well as others. 
 Hence it seems of value to indicate some further work overlapping one of the categories – 
here chosen as the category related to Kekule structures, though somewhat related to the 
elemental carbon category also.  It is here emphasized in application to (neutral) benzenoids, 
how classical chemical bonding ideas as moderated through Pauling’s resonating valence-bond 
(VB) theory17,18,19,20 are useful even at a qualitative level to make novel predictions for radicals, 
for polymers, and for defected (or decorated) graphites.  That is, such classically related ideas are 
emphasized to be of relevance beyond the realm of the non-radicaloid small molecules for which 
they were first developed.  Such qualitative explication without extensive mathematics or 
computer usage seems of value in that it is perhaps not presently well recognized by the 
experimental organic-chemical community just how useful these “classical” ideas are in dealing 
with new areas of interest in nanotechnology, and how this consequent insight might be used in 
the design of novel materials. 
 
 
Conceptual framework 
 
The present development is formulated with reference to benzenoid-like π-networks and is 
phrased pictorially, in consonance with traditional resonance theory.  We view there to be a 
single π-electron of spin up or spin down on each π-center, and the resonance structures are 
viewed as pairing patterns between these spins.  Such electron-pairing patterns are long known 
in the case of benzene. 
 
 
 
But also we deal with resonance structures for radical cases, such as m-xylylene:  
..
. . .
.
...
.
.
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which have unpaired spins.  Indeed we address both radicaloid and non-radicaloid resonance 
structures especially in polymers and large extended systems, as are often of interest in materials 
science and nanotechnology.  Here if allowance of a very few but non-minimal number of 
unpaired electrons gives very many additional resonance structures, then these (often called 
“excited”) structures might significantly contribute to the (ground-state) description – and if the 
unpaired electrons are very delocalized they can turn out to be not so reactive, in the sense that 
the “free valence” on any given site can then be very small. 
It is of convenience especially for larger systems to introduce an “average” way to think 
about resonance structures, and thereby avoid a detailed generation and consideration of all the 
resonance structures.  This is of use in that there can be overwhelmingly large numbers or 
resonance structures, even with limitation to the fully paired Kekule structures.  E.g., for 
buckminsterfullerene C60 there are2112500 Kekule structures, and for the icosahedral-symmertry 
C180 fullerene there are22 over a trillion (i.e., 1,389,029,765,625) Kekule structures.  For a 
buckytube with a 6-ring cyclic polyacene unit repeated L times along the length there are23 
(asymptotically) 6LA≈ ⋅ Kekule structures, with A an L-independent constant depending on the 
terminal cap structure, so that for a relatively short buckytube of length L=100 one finds 
something on the order of 1078 Kekule structures.  Thence we wish to avoid the traditional 
generation of explicit resonance patterns, as in the two illustrations of the preceding paragraph. 
The considered simplified formulation24,25,26 is most readily made to alternant systems in 
which the conjugated centers may be divided into starred and unstarred subsets such that 
neighbors of a site in one of these sets are always in the other set.  Then in consonance with 
classical chemical-bonding ideas, stability is to be enhanced in accordance with three stability 
criteria: 
(0) alternancy pairing – Lower-energy states entail pairings solely between sites of different 
types (starred and unstarred). 
(1) pairing locality – Stability is enhanced by more pairings of neighbor spins, and the 
stabilization rapidly falls toward 0 as the distance between spins increases. 
(2) resonance – Stability is enhanced by greater extents of spin-pairing delocalization (or 
resonance) amongst different pairs of atoms.  
The alternancy criterion (0) is suggested from quantum mechanical VB-theoretic 
considerations27,28,29,30 but really was complicit in early classical ideas such as those of Thiele31, 
and even to some extent in those of Claus32, Armstrong33, and Bamberger34.  It is not always 
viewed as a “stability” criterion in that in addition to the low-energy states, many high-energy 
states are also encompassed.  A quantification of the pairing-locality criterion (1) simply counts 
the number of nearest neighbor pairings (and at a finer level of detail one could attend to the 
nearness of a structure with non-neighbor pairing to another structure modified to be more fully 
neighbor paired).  A quantification of the resonance criterion (2) is more delicate, but it is noted 
that particularly the last two criteria can act either in concert or in opposition, depending on the 
structural circumstances.  That is, there generally is a balance to be considered.  Pairing may be 
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allowed between non-neighbor sites, though there is a cost to this in sacrificing neighbor pairings 
[as in a Kekule structur e) which contributes to energy stabilization (i.e., to resonance energy)]. 
To understand better the balance between local pairing and resonance we introduce some 
average or “mean-field” quantities.  We let pij be a resonance-theoretic bond order between sites 
i & j (of opposite types) as a fraction of resonance structures in the considered ground state 
having a pairing between sites i & j.  Then the sum  
vi = 1 − ∑ j pij 
may be identified as a resonance-theoretic free valence, it being understood that the pij are non-
negative with a sum at each site ≤1, so that each free valence vi satisfies 0 ≤vi ≤ 1, and is 
viewable as the portion of the π-valence which is unsatisfied at site i.  The stability-enhancing 
tendency (1) for local pairing is manifested as larger values of pij for nearer lying spins, and the 
resonance tendency (2) is manifested as comparable pij for different j adjacent to i , i.e, 1/ijp d≈  
if site i is of degree d (with d=3 in graphite and bucky-tubes, while d=2 in polyenes, aside from 
the ends where d=1).  Pauling35 proposed that with i & j restricted to neighbors, that pij be the 
fraction of maximally paired resonance structures with a π-bond between sites i & j.  Such a 0-
order pij is known35,36,37,38 to rather closely correlate with experimental bond lengths, of closed 
shell (non-radicaloid) species.  Sometimes we relax this (0-order) neighbor restriction, and 
consider the pij for non-neighbor i & j (perhaps without recourse to a detailed consideration of 
the resonance structures).  A major point of interest emphasized24,25,26 previously is that for 
defected graphite the demand that the pij .1/3 for nearest neighbors in the bulk of the material can 
imply that the vi are (effectively) non-zero in the region of the defect.  This result is strengthened 
on noting that if vi is restricted so that only sites j within a certain distance are summed upon, 
then this is really an effective free-valence in that any pairing between distant sites generally 
should contribute little to stability – i.e., the unpairing of spins paired only at a great distance in 
an exact ground-state should cost little energy.  In particular, neglecting pairing over bulk 
distances is surely reasonable in considering a meaningful free valence.   
 
 
Application to small molecules 
 
The ideas outlined in the preceding section seem in close consonance with standard presentations 
in organic text-books even of 40 years ago, but subtly differ, perhaps most notably in the 
emphasis on (Pauling) bond orders pij and free valences vi, which we in fact address without 
explicit reference to individual resonance structures.  The application to small-molecule systems 
is perhaps less interesting, since then it is often feasible to set down the various resonance 
structures, and since some ambiguity remains without recourse to a quantitative computational 
formulation.  Still this might be a nice place to start to see that the results agree with the 
resonance-structure explicit descriptions.  From the preceding section we use the stability criteria 
(0), (1), & (2) along with the pij & vi . 
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For the classic case of benzene, we seek to assign bond orders and free valences 
independently of reference to explicit resonance structures.  This is easily done: 
0
0 0
0
0
0
1/2
1/2
1/2
1/2
1/2
1/2
&
 
 
with the first diagram giving bond orders assigned in a symmetric manner such that they sum to 
1 at each site (to satisfy criterion (1)), whence free valences of the second diagram are all 0.  And 
this agrees completely with Pauling bond orders (based on explicit consideration of the two 
Kekule structures), and hence agrees with the consequent distribution of bond lengths and also 
trivial spin densities of 0 on every site.   
For the case of trimethylene-methane the assignment of bond orders and free valences is also 
straightforward: 
 
1/3
1/3
1/3
2/3
2/32/3
&
 
 
This also agrees completely with Pauling bond orders and the distribution of unpaired spins.  The 
2/3 of an unpaired electron on each terminal site cannot be paired to one another under the 
alternancy-pairing condition (0) of pairing solely between sites of the same type (starred or 
unstarred), so that there are 2 fully unpaired spins and the ground state is a spin triplet.  The 
result here also agrees largely with numerous ab initio quantum-chemical 
computations39,40,41,42,43,44,45, as well as experiment46,47,48. 
For the case of naphthalene, the assignment is less straightforward, primarily with a degree of 
ambiguity of assignment of explicit values of bond-orders giving full pairing.  Thence we 
illustrate three (of a range) of the possible choices: 
 
1/2 1/21/2 1/2
1/20 1/2
1/21/21/21/2
1/2 1/3
1/3 1/3
1/3 1/3
1/31/3
2/3 2/3
2/3 2/3
1/4 1/4
1/41/4
1/4 1/4
3/4 3/4
3/4 3/4
or or
 
 
Here it is easy to achieve full pairing (i.e., all vi = 0) by having the bond orders incident at any 
vertex add to 1, and this is in agreement with other approaches, but it is only in weak qualitative 
agreement as to the manifestation of some degree of bond localization. 
Bond-order ambiguity as for naphthalene actually occurs fairly frequently in small molecules 
so long as the stability criteria (0), (1), (2) are used only in a qualitative fashion as here.  And so 
far there seems to be no saving of effort compared to the explicit listing of resonance structures.  
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Notably, this often, and perhaps even typically, turns out to be somewhat different for extended 
structures (as discussed in the next section). 
But, even in the small-molecule regime, some notable general results follow with the current 
simplified approach.  In particular from the criteria (0) & (1) one sees that pairing occurs 
between starred and unstarred sites to a maximum extent, though the pairing may end up 
between sites at a great distance.  That is, the overall net number of electrons unpaired (at any 
distance) in an alternant molecule B is  
     o( ) # ( ) # ( )u B B B∗= −      (1) 
where #∗ (B) & #o(B) are the respective numbers of starred and unstarred sites in B.  That is, the 
ground-state spin is predicted to be S = ⏐ o# ( ) # ( )B B∗ − ⏐/2.  Moreover, this is in precise 
agreement with the surmise of Ovchinnikov9 as well as with rigorous theorems both for50,51,52 the 
full covalent-space Pauling-Wheland VB model and for53 the Hubbard model, which is a slightly 
simplified Parisier/Parr/Pople model - and the theorems consider exact solutions rather than SCF 
approximations.  One might further pursue some general predictions as to where the ground-state 
unpaired spin-density tends to be localized (on the type of sites in excess) or as to the presence of 
low-lying excited states (if the paring is weak, being between very distant sites).  We now 
proceed to larger systems. 
 
 
Extended systems 
 
For extended conjugated networks the three stability criteria often provide surprisingly strong 
results.  A further general long-held idea is often also used, namely: saturation principle -– 
properties saturate, in that they manifest dependencies only on local (or nearby) substructures.   
Indeed this is often implicit in much chemical reasoning, e.g., including the idea of functional 
groups in organic (and even inorganic) chemistry.  That is, if the behavior of functional groups 
depended strongly on distant structural features, then they would not be so extremely important.  
We now proceed through several examples of the application of the simple mean-field 
resonance-theoretic argumentation. 
 As a first case consider poly-para-phenylene, which has been of much interest, with there 
being much experimental work on this polymer54,55,56,57,58.  Several different manners of 
termination of a chain may be imagined, two of which are: 
 
x
x  
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In the first case with so-called “undefected” ends, one reasonably imagines each ring along 
the chain should be involved in a resonating (or aromatic) sextet, much as in benzene – and in 
Clar’s nomenclature59 such a system is termed “fully benzenoid”.  Thence one imagines bond 
orders of 1/2 around each ring, with free valences of 0 on each site.  But the second “defected” 
case above is more interesting.  If one were to insist on adherence to local (nearest neighbor 
pairing with all free valences 0), then one would end up with a structure 
 
0
0 0
0
0
0
0 0
0 0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1 1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
x
0
0 0
0
1
1
11
 
 
in which no adjacent pair of bonds both have non-zero bond orders so that there evidently is no 
resonance.  But this has incorrectly assumed the complete dominance of the pairing locality 
criterion (1) over the resonance criterion (2).  In fact at least for sufficiently long poly-para-
phenylene chains the resonance criterion may be expected to dominate at the cost of a single 
neighbor pairing, as for the structure. 
 
0 0 0 0 0. .
x
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
000
a = 1/2  
 
That is, one now has resonance in every single one of the many rings, and only two locally 
unpaired electrons on the opposite ends of the chain.  These two end electrons though locally 
unpaired, in fact pair to one another to give a singlet ground state – but this pairing being so 
distant is very weak (in accord with the pairing-locality stability criterion (1)).  That is, there 
should be a very low-lying (triplet) state with these two electrons truly unpaired.  And all this is 
correct, as judged from a variety of theoretical treatments25.  Here one may view the “saturation 
principle” to imply that the phenylenes well away from the ends do not know whether the end is 
“undefected” or not, so that they take the lowest energy local pairing pattern, like that of 
benzene.  Finally it should be commented that locations for all the unpaired electron spin density 
in the defected structure need not all be entirely on the terminal atoms but could be delocalized a 
bit especially into the terminal rings as for example with the bond-order assignments 
 
0 .00 01/31/3
1/3
1/3
1/3
1/3
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leaving 2/3 of an unpaired electron on the two terminal sites, and 1/6 of an electron on each of 
the next-nearest neighbors to these end sites.  Here it is emphasized that so long as the rings of 
the bulk near the middle of the chain adopt a pattern as in benzene, the net unpaired spin density 
if not at each end then near each end has a net value of 1, as illustrated in the last two 
illustrations.  That is, making the center portion of the chain look like benzene precludes any 
pairing pattern satisfying the stability criteria other than those with one essentially unpaired 
electron near each end. 
A second example is that of semi-infinite graphite with a single long “globally straight” 
boundary, for which there are many possibilities, including the so-called “zig-zag” boundary of 
alternating degree-2 and degree-3 atoms.  Full pairing is possible, though then the interior does 
not appear as in bulk graphite with bonds in each of the 3 directions equivalent.  So if one attends 
to the competition between resonance (criterion (2)) and local pairing (criterion (1)), it is seen 
that the bulk interior must manifest full resonance, just as for bulk (“edgeless”) graphite, with 
bond-orders of 1/3 in each direction from an atom up to or near the boundary.  As a consequence 
one finds a plausible pattern for free valence being 
 
1/3 1/31/3 1/31/3 1/3 1/3 1/3 1/3. . . . . . . . .
......
...  
with a net of 1/3 of an unpaired electron shown on each aceneic point of the zig-zag boundary – 
and all being sites of the same type, the “alternancy pairing” criterion (0) tells us that they do not 
pair to one another.  Again this is an extreme approximation as to spin-density location, with it 
reasonably being that there is some delocalization of the unpaired electrons (or spin density) a 
little into the region near the boundary (but remaining largely on the same type of sites) with the 
net unpaired spin density being 1/3 of an electron per unit cell of edge.  Also again this 
prediction seems to be perfectly correct from different theoretical schemes24,60,61, with there also 
being supporting experimental evidence from tunnelling electron microscopy62. 
Another example of a graphitic boundary is that which looks like a corrugated “arm-chair” 
boundary, and has a repeating pattern of two degree-2 sites followed by two degree-3 vertices.  
Here one still imagines that the bulk of the interior is like bulk boundary-less graphite, though 
now this does not imply any unpaired spin density near the boundary as seen from the pairing 
pattern  
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2/3 2/3 2/3 2/3 2/3
... ...
...  
 
where the bulk of the bonds with values of 1/3 have not been explicitly so labelled, so as to keep 
the figure “cleaner”.  Here the bond orders near the boundary are not necessarily exactly correct 
but might take modified non-1/3 values with associated partial “bond localization” extending a 
short distance away from the boundary, but approaching the uniform-1/3 values of bulk graphite 
in the interior.  Again there remains no unpaired electrons, and the result agrees with different 
theoretical treatments24,63,64,65 as well as experiment62. 
Such results for different sorts of translationally symmetric graphitic boundaries are really 
fairly easily established within the simple qualitative resonance theory outlined, and in fact 
through it one may make24,25,26 a general prediction.  If #n∗  & #no denote the numbers of degree-n 
starred and unstarred vertices per repeat unit along the boundary, then the number of unpaired 
electrons per unit cell is 
    cell 1 2 1o 2o(2 # # ) (2 # # ) / 3u ∗ ∗= + − +     (2) 
Moreover this has been checked24,25,26 against self-consistent UHF-Hubbard model 
computations24,25,26,64,,66,67,68,69 for about two dozen different boundaries, with full agreement.   
A rather general result is also possible for vacancy defects in graphite.  That is one or more 
contiguous sites are imagined missing from an extended graphitic structure leaving a hole of 
some shape.  For instance, with a single-atom hole one predicts the bulk of the bond orders are 
1/3 so that if this is continued all the way in to the defect this leaves 1/3 of an unpaired electron 
on each of the 3 adjacent sites, 
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.
. .
 
 
here marked with dots.  Again one expects there is some delocalization of the unpaired electron 
away from the defect, though again there is a net of 1 unpaired electron.  And again this is in 
agreement with various theoretical studies25,26,70,71,72,73,74, as well as some experimental electron 
tunnelling microscopy measurements75,76,77.  A generally sized and shaped hole may be viewed 
to arise from deletion of some benzenoid molecular network R so that we might denote the so 
defected graphite by G R− .  Then the general prediction25,26 for the number ( )u G R− of 
unpaired electrons localized in the area of the defect G R−  is 
     o( ) ( ) ( )u G R n R n R∗− = −     (3) 
where the right-hand side is just what was earlier identified as the number of unpaired electrons 
in a molecule R.  Really this just says that the local pairing of the deleted molecule being 
incomplete would when inserted in the graphitic vacancy G R−  be such that there would be 
pairing between R & G R−  such as to precisely accommodate one another and leave perfect 
graphite.  That is, G R−  is sort of an anti-molecule to R.  Further R need not be connected – or 
equivalently R could represent a pair of molecules, though one then needs to take care in 
assigning ∗  & o sites of R to coincide with that for the underlying parent graphite net.  Again for 
about two dozen cases this has been checked25,26 against UHF-Hubbard results for defects in 
large benzenoid sections of ~2000 sites (simulating vacancy-defected graphite).   
 
 
Defected graphitic boundaries 
 
A further type of example, which does not seem to have been previously considered involves 
graphitic boundaries which are translationally symmetric along their length except for a single 
defect.  One example involves a locally defected graphitic arm-chair boundary.  That is, at one 
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location along an infinitely long arm-chair boundary either append or delete a few carbons such 
that the whole remains a subset of infinite graphite.  For example, one could attach a single site 
as in the structure  
...
......
0 .
 
 
where the bond orders of all the unlabelled bonds are (to our 0th approximation) as for the 
undefected arm-chair boundary.  The added defect bond is given pij = 0 since using the perfect 
arm-chair bond-orders for the other bonds there is no free valence on the base site to pair to the 
new site.  Of course this new bond will not actually have bond order 0, with however the same 
net free valence spread out in the local neighborhood.  That is, one unpaired electron remains in 
the region of this boundary defect.   
On the other hand one or more sites along the boundary might be missing.  For example, 
consider a single site deleted as 
... ...
...
1/3
2/3
 
 
where (in 0-order) we view all bond orders as in the parent undefected arm-chair boundary, 
whence we identify 1/3 & 2/3 of an unpaired electron on the two indicated (same type) sites of 
respective degrees 2 & 1.  That is, one predicts a net of one unpaired electron in the region of this 
vacancy defect.   
An example involving both addition and deletion, of single sites, is 
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.
... ...
...
1/3
2/3
1
 
Here the 0-order free valences are indicated assuming that all bonds of the parent arm-chair edge 
are just as in this parent.  Note that the unpaired spin on the added site is on the type (say ∗ ) of 
site opposite to that (then o) of those sites with 1/3 & 2/3 of an unpaired electron, so that by the 
pairing-locality criterion (1) there is non-neighbor spin pairing, and the overall net unpaired spin 
is 0.  Again the bond orders are undoubtedly modified from our 0-order picture, though when 
non-neighbor pairing is taken into account there remains a net spin density of 0.  If instead the 
deleted site were in a different location so that if it were of the type (o) opposite to that of the 
added site (and the unpaired electron introduced associated to the deleted site would be located 
on sites of the same type ∗  as the unpaired electron associated to the added site), then there 
would be a net of two unpaired electrons. 
More generally the sets of added and deleted sites may be imagined to correspond to 
benzenoid molecules B+ & B− , with the resulting defected graphitic boundary being denoted 
G+B+−B− .  Then via our general mode of argumentation the number of unpaired electrons in the 
region near the defect is predicted to be 
   o o( ) [# ( ) # ( )] [# ( ) # ( )]u G B B B B B B+ − ∗ + ∗ − + −+ − = − − −   (4) 
where the choice of ∗  & o sites in B+ & B− is taken to coincide with that for the full graphite 
network in which the whole is embedded.  The argument is really more general than the arm-
chair boundary, so long as the parent translationally symmetric boundary to be defected is such 
that ucell = 0 .  
For locally defected otherwise translationally symmetric boundaries with cell 0u > , the 
argumentation can also be made.  But there is either cancellation or addition of the unpaired 
electrons depending on how the attachment or deletion is made.   
We know of no quantitative computations yet to test any of these predictions, though with the 
success of all the other similar predictions, the present predictions might be surmised to be 
correct.   
Defects along the way on conjugated polymer chains may also be treated, most simply if the 
parent polymer is not radicaloid (i.e., has no unpaired electrons in each unit cell in a long chain).  
But again if there is bulk radicalicity in the polymer chain this also can be treated with not overly 
complicatedly deducible additive or cancellative effects. 
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Prognosis 
 
Evidently for a diverse range including even extended species qualitative  resonating valence-
bond predictions can be successfully made in a simplified “mean-field” mode.  Such classically 
related ideas developed for (small) molecules seem to apply quite neatly to extended systems.  In 
the preceding 3 sections explicit formulas for numbers of unpaired electrons are given in the 4 
displayed equations for 4 different general circumstances:  
• molecular alternants (equation (1));  
• translationally symmetric boundaries in graphite (equation (2));  
• vacancy defects (anti-molecules) in graphite (equation (3)); and  
• local defects on translationally symmetric graphitic boundaries (equation (4)).   
The formulas are very simple, though evidently quite correct.  And the argumentation reveals 
some information about the location of spin density, with some further consequences which have 
not been pursued so much here.  The great ease and apparent universal success in application to 
benzenoid structures recommends these ideas to be of much wider consideration, especially in 
the context of extended nano-structured systems where predictions by other methods seem so 
often to entail notable computational effort and nuisance.  One might entertain78 mean-field 
resonance-theoretic applications beyond benzenoid-based structures, possibly even to selected 
inorganic structures, in as much as resonance theory has achieved19,79,80,81,82,83,84,85,86,87some 
success in such areas.  It appears to be a delicate matter to extend the present argumentation to 
general non-alternants (because of the centrality of the alternancy pairing criterion (0)) or hetero-
atom species (because of the consequent relevance of ionic resonance structures). 
The unpaired electrons in the various cases considered of course have different physico-
chemical manifestations, influencing magnetic susceptibilities and ESR spectra.  They also 
should influence chemical reactivities, though the common predeliction of viewing the presence 
of unpaired electrons as marks of reactive radicals might need some modification in extended 
systems in which the unpairedness is greatly spread out.  In this regard note that graphite has a 
zero HOMO-LUMO gap (or band gap), though typically it is not viewed as intrinsically 
radicaloid.  When the unpaired electron density spreads out over an extended area, it can be 
anticipated to affect electrical conductivities, and even otherwise it should significantly affect 
dielectric properties.  But all this is appropriate for a more quantitative modelling – resonating 
VB theory being of great interest in such a quantitative context because of the diverse qualitative 
successes here adumbrated. 
The pursuit of further qualitative and quantitative resonating VB theory evidently is a 
worthwhile goal.  It seems that simple theories such as have so engaged Sandy Balaban have a 
promising future, even in dealing neatly with new chemical areas such as nano-structures. 
The authors acknowledge the support (through grant BD-0894) from the Welch Foundation 
of Houston, Texas. 
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